17.7.20
Hello Year 4,
I hope you and your family are happy, healthy and safe.
It feels strange to be writing my last letter to you as your Year 4
teacher. These last few months have been very bizarre and you have
adapted to this new way of learning brilliantly. I am so proud of you all
and will miss you dearly. Thank you for being such a wonderful, funny
and loving class; I know my superheroes will continue to fly high!
I wish we were able to complete the year properly where I could see you
continue to grow in your learning. The summer term has always been my
favourite and I hate that we couldn’t enjoy it together. However, I hope
you were able to enjoy some of the topic related activities in your
timetables over the last few months. Thank you for your kind and loving
messages; your thoughtful
words have made sad days
take a happier turn. I also
want to say a big thank you
to the parents for the
generous gift. This frame is
beautiful and I look forward
to displaying it in my
classroom.
I hope you were able to work your way through the timetable this week.
Did you manage to hold a mini Olympic with your family or maybe you
had your own Greek day filled with delicious food and dressing up? As
this is your last week it means I will no longer be setting you home
learning. Do enjoy your summer holiday but please also continue with
reading and times tables practice.

I have attached some pictures of Isla completing her own Olympic Games
at home with her big brother Sam. This looks very well organised and
looks like you had lots of fun!

As I end my message Year 4 I would like
to again reiterate the importance of
kindness. A small act of kindness goes a
long way and I hope you continue to be
the kind and empathetic individuals that
you are.
Well done for everything you have achieved.
I hope you all have a wonderful and safe summer. I’ll hopefully see you
around in September as you move into Year 5.
Take care. Love,
Miss Noushin xx

